Northern Virginia Bead Society Presents a
Beadwork Workshop Series with Jayashree Paramesh

!
!

Northern Virginia Bead Society Presents Jayashree Paramesh
Queen of the Lakes Necklace

(middle)

The Queen of the Lakes Necklace capture the elegance and beauty of the swan. The swan was seen as a
traditional symbol of love, commitment, beauty and tranquility. Impactful from a distance, the is sparkling
necklace also carries within it a wealth of detail upon close inspection. The pendant showcases the large
bezeled Swarovski pear stone and crystal pearls and is suspended from an embellished beaded rope. It is
finished with a beaded clasp. This lovely piece will be a timeless addition to your jewel box!

Level: Intermediate
Stitches: PRAW, peyote and other embellishment stitches
Prerequisite: some experience in cubic right angle weave
Kit Fee: $90.00 - $100.00 (depends on color choices)
Colorways: Silver Mauve, Golden Green, Paradise Blue, Gold Montana
Friday October 5th, 2018; 10:00 a.m. – 5:00 p.m.

Aster Flower Necklace

(top left)

Aster flowers are delicate, colorful blooms with many petite petals. They are considered a symbol of love
and patience. Aster Necklace captures the beauty of aster flowers in a wildflower garden. The pendant
features a lucite cab that is surrounded by Czech lentil bead petals. The pendant hangs from an
asymmetric arrangement of bezeled Swarovski crystal pure leaf stones. A spiral rope finishes the look.

Level: Intermediate
Stitches: peyote, double spiral, and embellishment stitches
Prerequisite: some peyote experience
Kit Fee: $70.00 - $80.00
Colorways: Lime/Navy; orange/blue; fuchsia/gold lame; purple/aqua
Saturday October 6th, 2018; 10:00 a.m. – 5:00 p.m.

Octium Bracelet (bottom)
Explore Octium Bracelet celebrates the designs from the Art Deco period. This Art Deco inspired bracelet
features a sparkling octagonal centerpiece which is connected to a series of smaller hexagonal elements,
embellished with crystals and seed beads. A beautiful stone-studded clasp adds to the glamor of the piece.
This vintage inspired bracelet is a perfect accessory for every occasion.

Level: Intermediate
Stitches: CRAW, RAW, peyote and other stitches
Prerequisite: some peyote experience
Kit Fee: $80.00 - $100.00
Colorways: Aqua/antique gold; scarlet/gold; silver night/hematite; ultrablue/rose gold;
Fuschia/gunmetal
Sunday October 7th, 2018; 10:00 a.m. – 5:00 p.m.
Please Note: The Vienna Art Center has moved.
These classes will be held in the BASEMENT at:
243 Church Street NW, Vienna, Virginia 22180.
Take the elevator to the B level and turn right. VAC is at down the hall.
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Registration Form for
Jayashree Paramesh’s Workshops
All classes will be held at the Vienna Arts Society.
Please note the new address:

243 Church Street NW, Vienna, Virginia 22180.
Take the elevator to the B level and turn right. VAC is down the hall.
Name: ________________________________________________________________________
Address_______________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
Phone: ________________________________________________________________________
E-Mail: ________________________________________________________________________

!
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Queen of the Lakes Necklace
Friday 10/5/18

$60 members (NVBS and Baltimore)/$85 non members $ _____

Aster Necklace
Saturday 10/6/18

$60 members (NVBS and Baltimore)/$85 non members $ _____

Octium Bracelet
Sunday 10/7/18

$60 members (NVBS and Baltimore)/$85 non members $ _____
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Suggested Supplies: a beading surface; a light; magnifiers.
!

To see more of Jayashree’s work and classes, see nchantme.com.
Kit Fees are payable to Jayashree during the workshops.

!
Total:
!

$ __________

Mail Payment To: NVBS, PO Box 2258, Vienna, VA 22183-2258
Or make payment for classes and membership with Square at www.nvbs.org.
Or Contact treasurer.nvbs@yahoo.com

